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Slow down, before you're stabbing my eyes out
Calm down, for this time it's not all on me
Good times when you're wasting your time,
Good times when you're wasting your time on

Not the first time I'm raising my eyebrows
Not the last time enjoying your company
Bad sign when your words drown in I, 
Bad sign when your words drown in Irony

You're self-indulgent
You just love the sound of your own voice

I am waiting for a sign, I'm aching to release
This pressure that's been rising, I'm prepared to
Fight it, running both eyes blinded, I'm taking on the
beast
It's me versus Goliath, I'm all weak in the knees

No space for additional inanity
No room for inadequate self-belief
No time for me wasting my time
No time for your pseudo psychology

Not the first time I'm praying for an alibi 
Not the last time annoyed by your company
White flag still waving around
White flag now merged with my body

You're self-indulgent
You just love the sound of your own voice

I am waiting for a sign, I'm aching to release
This pressure that's been rising, I'm prepared to
Fight it, running both eyes blinded, I'm taking on the
beast
It's me versus Goliath, I'm all weak and

I wake, I will wake up in this cage, 
where attacks aimed at my heart,
Always catching me off guard, 
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when I hold my head down

I am waiting for a sign, I'm aching to release
This pressure that's been rising, I'm prepared to
Fight it, running both eyes blinded, I'm taking on the
beast
It's me versus Goliath, I'm all weak in the knees.
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